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CHAPTER V  

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

A. Conclusion 

Based on the research findings and the result of an analysis in chapter 

IV, the researcher draws several conclusions, as follows: 

1. The researcher takes 7 abstracts as the data source; the researcher found 

37 phrasal verbs on the text that divided into 2 types of phrasal verbs namely 

transitive, intransitive and non-separable phrasal verb. The number of those 

phrasal verbs were; transitive 20, intransitive 0, separable 0 and non-

separable 28. 

2. The percentages of the phrasal verbs indicate that the transitive is the most 

arise phrasal verb types, non-separable shows 28 times or 76%, the second 

position is transitive type arise 20 times or 54.1%, the third position is 

separable type shows 0 times or 0% and the last position is intransitive type 

is appear 0 times or 0%. Based on the statement above it can be concluded 

that the dominant phrasal verb in the text is non-separable types. 

 

B. Suggestion 

Based on the analysis about types of phrasal verbs which found in the 

Abstract of PREMISE Journal of English Education Study Program of 

Muhammadiyah University of Metro Volume 8 Number 1 2019, the researcher 

create some suggestions, as follow: 

1. For the Students 

The researcher suggests for the students who write a formal or informal 

text should understand the phrasal verb, in order to improve their English writing 

to expresses the ideas well so that they can produce good writing. Mostly, the 
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students difficult to interpret phrasal verb because between the verb and the 

particle have different meanings when separated and interpreted one by one. 

Through phrasal verb the students can use various words in writing so it is not 

monotonous. Hopefully, this research can help the students to understand more 

the use and the importance of phrasal verb because it is also the important thing 

in writing. 

2. For the Lecturers 

For the lecturers, it is hoped that this research can enhance the 

information about phrasal verb and encourage them to teach adequately. So 

that they can share the knowledge to students effectively, in order to students 

can produce an interesting writing. 

3. For the Next Researchers 

The researchers hope there are the next researchers will conduct similar 

research as this research to further develop knowledge about phrasal verb. 

Thus, this research can be used as one of the research references. Moreover, 

researcher recommends to the next researcher to use different object of the 

study from this research. Therefore it will get different discussion and result.  

 


